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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE – October 24, 2018 
 

Santa Fe, NM – Gene Kloss is among the major 20th 
century printmakers, recognized both for her Western 
landscapes and her images of the Pueblo peoples and 
the Spanish Penitentes. An exhibition of these works 
entitled New Mexico Etched in Time goes on view 
Friday, November 30th, 2018 with a reception from 5-
7 PM and remains on view through January 1st, 2019.  

Over the course of her 70-year career, Kloss created 
oil paintings, watercolors, and hundreds of etchings, 
though she is most known for her etchings of New 
Mexico subject matter. As a printmaker, Kloss was 
quite experimental—developing a technique she 
called "painting" that is recognized today as Kloss’ 
unique printing technique. Through the direct 
application of acid onto copper plates with pencils or 

fine Japanese brushes, Kloss achieved the subtle, painted tones, high contrast, and gradations of dark 
ink for which she is well known.  

Kloss attended the San Francisco School of Fine Arts and the University of California at Berkeley, where 
she was introduced to etching by her professor, renowned printmaker Perham Nahl. In 1925 she 
married Phillips Kloss and shortened her name, adopting the masculine form of her middle name so that 
her work would be viewed with an unprejudiced eye and entry into exhibitions would not be denied her. 
On their honeymoon in 1925, the couple visited a relative’s ranch in Las Cruces, New Mexico, and then 
headed for Santa Fe and Taos. With her 60 pound Sturges etching press in tow, they camped in the Taos 
Canyon for two weeks while Kloss created a number of etchings, the printing press secured with a sack 
of concrete to a rock at their campsite.  

Kloss’s art received widespread recognition during the 1930s, during which the Klosses rented an old 
adobe below the Sangre de Cristos Mountains in Taos. A member of the Taos Art colony, she produced a 
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Return of the Processional, 1967 
Etching, drypoint and aquatint 

13 7/8 x 17 ¾ inches 

Carding Wool the Old Spanish Way, 1985,  
etching and drypoint, 6 x 8 inches 
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series of prints for the Public Works of Art Project and the Works Progress Administration (WPA), images 
of Pueblo ceremonies as well as those of the Spanish Penitentes, which were reproduced and 
distributed to public schools across the state. Kloss would often say, “In this country, everything lifts – 
the trees, the mountains, the sky.” Of her art, ArtNews wrote, “Gene Kloss is one of our most sensitive 
and sympathetic interpreters of the Southwest.”   

Kloss was the first woman to be inducted into the National Academy of Design as a printmaker. Works 
by Kloss are in the Metropolitan Museum, the Smithsonian Institution, the Carnegie Institute, the San 
Francisco Museum of Art, the Library of Congress, and the National Academy of Design.  

 

 

Noonday Shadows, 1941,  
etching, 7 x 8.5 inches 


